Teleworking Cyber Risks in the COVID-19 Era
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About Risk Cooperative
Risk Cooperative provides comprehensive risk
management solutions and a wide range of insurance
services to organizations around the world.
We are a specialized strategy, risk and insurance advisory firm working hand-in-hand with clients to
identify, mitigate and reduce the key risk exposures that could hinder or derail their operations.
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About Risk Cooperative

> Founded in 2014
> Provides Life, Health, Property, Casualty,
Specialty as well as Excess and Surplus
lines of insurance
> Licensed nationally across all 50 states,
Puerto Rico and Washington, D.C.
> Global coverage capabilities
> Offices in Washington D.C.
> Lloyd’s of London Coverholder
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Insurance Brokerage Services
Our capabilities go beyond
employee benefits. We are a
fully licensed broker across all
classes of insurance, allowing
us to help clients manage the
Total Cost of Risk (TCOR) so
their organizations can
maintain the highest levels of
protection.
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Who is BlueVoyant?
_________________
BlueVoyant is an analytics-driven
cybersecurity company whose mission is to
protect organizations of all sizes against agile
and well-financed cyber attackers through
democratized cybersecurity.

Leadership, Experience, Global
Presence
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●

Exemplary leadership talent: CoFounded in 2017 by F500 Executives
and Former officials FBI, NSA, Unit
8200, and GCHQ

●

Well-funded and growing: Over $200
million in two rounds.

●

Global footprint: New York City
(headquarters), College Park (MD), San
Francisco, London, Madrid and Tel Aviv
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Agenda
1:00 – 1:15 PM
qIntroduction:
Risk Cooperative and BlueVoyant
qOverview:
COVID-19 Impact on the U.S.
qEmerging Risks of Teleworking and
Mitigation Techniques

1:15 PM – 1:55 PM
q Audience Q&A
Use the Q&A function to ask
questions at any time.

1:55 PM – 2:00 PM
q Closing Thoughts
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COVID-19 | By The Numbers
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME)
• https://covid19.healthdata.org/
• Independent global health research center at University of Washington (UW)
• National and state-specific COVID-19 statistics
• Forecasts COVID-19 impact on hospital bed shortages/surpluses, ICU
bed shortages/surpluses, and ventilator needs.
• Tracks deaths per day, as well as projected deaths in the near future.
• UW projects 84,000 deaths in U.S. by early August, with 2,214 deaths a day
at peak in mid-April (source Wall Street Journal).
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Teleworking | The New Normal

Federal guidelines
for social
distancing have
been extended
through end of
April by the
president, and this
will most likely be
extended into
parts of the
summer.
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Social distancing,
combined with
quarantine
measures, have
been shown to
reduce the
trajectory of new
cases near the end
of March.

Due to the success
of these
preventative
measures,
teleworking will be
a part of the U.S.
workforce for
many weeks to
come.
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Teleworking | The New Normal

According to Forbes, Gartner interviewed 317 finance leaders, including more than
200 CFOs, from companies that ranged between about $500 million and $50
billion in annual revenue, with as many as 100,000 employees. 75% of finance
leaders surveyed earlier said they plan to move at least 5% of their workforce that
had previously reported to an office to a full-time, remote schedule.
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Emerging Telework Risks
Increased Cyber
Exposure
•

•

Ensure your team is
following proper cyber
hygiene.
Ensure confidential paper
documents are kept in
secure places.

Employees
Distractions
•

•

•

Managers must be more
patient as employees adjust
to the new reality.
Isolation and financial stress
can contribute to domestic
violence, police and
advocates say.
Promote Employee
Assistance Programs (EAP)
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Healthcare
Misinformation
•

Visit Coronavirus.gov or CDC
for updated information.

•

$2T federal stimulus package
includes funds for hospitals
treating uninsured COVID-19
patients.

•

Most health insurance plans
are covering treatment for
COVID-19, contact your
insurance carrier for details.

•

Promote telemedicine options
for employees

Potential
Client Loss
•

Face-to-face meetings will
be limited for foreseeable
future.

•

Overcommunicate with
clients regarding status of
deliverables via
phone/email.
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Employee Support | Leave Policies
Families First Coronavirus Response Act: FFCRA
Effective 4/1/20, the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA)
requires all employers that employ less than 500 employees to

FFCRA laws are in addition to any
pre-existing leave entitlements
offered by the employer

provide employees:
• Up to 2 weeks of emergency paid sick leave for illness, quarantine, or
school closures related to COVID-19

FFCRA applies to all employees
(including remote employees)

• Up to an additional 10 weeks of emergency family and medical leave
for care of their children during school closures related to COVID-19
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Employee Support | Leave Policies
Revisit Employee Paid Time Off (PTO) policies

?
Given spring/summer
vacation cancellations,
consider offering
carryover PTO hours from
2020 to 2021.
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Prevents employees from
feeling they must use entire
2020 PTO in second half of
year, potentially creating voids
in attendance.
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Prepare | Office Re-entry
• Shift in cultural norms with post-pandemic hygiene (i.e. limited handshakes)
• Begin drafting a “Hygiene Handbook” for employees to follow in the office
• Begin the process now of finding alternative hand sanitizer options.

• Check with building landlord to ensure systems working correctly
(HVAC, no rodents, functional lighting)

• Find ways to energize/engage employees
• SoHookd- Health/Wellness Incentive marketplace
• Starbucks- offering free mental health counselors
• Pepsico- salary increase for frontline workers
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Rise in Fraud Schemes
• BlueVoyant has observed a 2100% increase in malicious domains related to COVID-19 and a
900% increase in domains that send Emails and phish campaigns
• Social Engineering remains the greatest threat to security
• Our desire for the latest news and updates makes us vulnerable
• Employ proper cybersecurity hygiene
• Trust, but verify all digital correspondence
• Email and Websites – BEFORE providing information or opening attachments

• Visit www.cdc.cov or www.coronavirus.gov for latest

BLUEVOYANT
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Rise in Fraud Schemes – Fraudulent Websites

BLUEVOYANT
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Rise in Fraud Schemes - Phishing
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Rise in Fraud Schemes - Phishing
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Rise in Fraud Schemes
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Rise in Fraud Schemes

BLUEVOYANT
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Best Practices for Remote Work
•

•

•

Phishing and Fraud
• “Trust, but Verify”
• Double check URL (website address)
• Never provide personal information without independent verification
Unsecure WiFi
• No public WiFi is secure
• Turn off “automatic connect” – easy to spoof SSID
• Ensure “HTTPS” connection when entering credentials
• Secure home router with complex password – change admin password
• Activate Encryption – WPA2 should be enabled
Working on personal or shared computers
• Will not have same IT management as a corporate machine
• Run the risk of inadvertent deletion of corporate files with shared computer
•

Keep personal accounts and data away from corporate. This will prevent:
• Unwanted interruptions during Zoom meetings (text messages/personal pop ups on screen)
• Prevent activity and visiting sites that may violate policy
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Best Practices for Remote Work
•

•

•

Connection into corporate environment
• Atlas VPN anticipates a 150% increase in VPN usage
• Increased remote work force = greater attack surface = greater target
• 99.9% of account take overs attempts were blocked last year due to MFA, even when bad guy had
credentials – Microsoft
• VPN can secure your connection, but can’t secure your computer
• Utilize MFA, complex passwords – not duplicative and different from others
Video/Conference calls
• Prevent “Zoom-Bombing”
• Enable passwords for all meetings
Refresh Employee Awareness Training
• Require encryption and passcodes on all devices
• Enable “find iphone” or “find mobile”
• Utilize container programs such as AirWatch to separate personal and corporate
• Will allow for remote wipe if device is lost or stolen
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Q&A
Les Williams

Austin Berglas

+1.202.536.5306
lwilliams@riskcooperative.com

+1.646.889.2597
austin.berglas@bluevoyant.com

Chief Revenue Officer

Global Head of Professional Services
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